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Abstract. The paper presents a method of automatic enrichment of a very large 
dictionary of word combinations. The method is based on results of automatic 
syntactic analysis (parsing) of sentences. The dependency formalism is used for 
representation of syntactic trees that allows for easier treatment of information 
about syntactic compatibility. Evaluation of the method is presented for the 
Spanish language based on comparison of the automatically generated results 
with manually marked word combinations. 
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1   Introduction 

There is a growing demand for linguistic resources in modern linguistics and 
especially in natural language processing. One of the important types of resources is 
the dictionary that reflects mutual combination of words.  

The problem concerning the types of information about compatibility of words that 
should be stored in the dictionary has a rather long history – first papers appeared in 
50s. Basically, the focus of attention of the researchers was the concept of collocation 
and its usage. The main research direction was integration of this concept into 
lexicographical practice and methods of teaching of foreign languages – how many 
examples should the dictionaries or textbooks contain, are the examples of 
collocations just examples of usage or essential part of knowledge of a language 
(language competence). 
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After many discussions, the common point is that it is very difficult to find a 
concise and formal definition of collocation. Nevertheless, it seems that the majority 
of investigators agree that collocations are very important part of knowledge of 
language and they are useful for different tasks of automatic natural language 
processing like automatic translation, text generation, intelligent information retrieval, 
etc. All this causes the necessity of compilation of specialized dictionaries of 
collocations and even of free word combinations. See next section for more detailed 
discussion of the concept of collocations. 

 There exist many methods of extracting collocations that are based on the analysis 
of a large corpus [1, 3, 8, 10, 11, 18]. Still, the majority of them are oriented to 
searching of highly repetitive combinations of words based on measuring of their 
mutual information. These methods do not guarantee finding the collocations if they 
do not have sufficiently high frequency. Usually, the great number of collocations 
does not have this frequency. Besides, the corpus size for such search should be larger 
than the existing corpora (now measured in gigabytes). 

There are several attempts to apply the results of automatic syntactic analysis 
(parsing) for compilation of dictionaries of collocations [3, 7]. For example, in a 
recent work Strzalkowski [17] uses the syntactic analysis for improving results of 
information retrieval by enriching the query. One of the classic works on the theme is 
[15]. The system Xtract is presented that allows for finding repeated co-occurrences 
of words based on their mutual information. The work consists in three stages, and, at 
the third stage, the partial syntactic analysis is used for filtering out the pairs that do 
not have a syntactic relation. Unfortunately, all these methods are applied to word 
pairs obtained by frequency analysis using a threshold. The aim of all these methods 
is collocations, and not free word combinations (see below). As far as the Xtract 
system is concerned, it is reported rather high precision (80%) and recall (94%), 
nevertheless, the evaluation was done by comparison of results with opinion of only 
one lexicographer, and what is collocation according to the system remains unclear, 
obviously, they did not process free word combinations. 

There are already some resources of the described type available. One of the 
largest dictionaries of collocations and free word combinations is CrossLexica system 
[4, 5, 6]. It contains about 750,000 word combinations for Russian with semantic 
relations between the words and the possibilities of inference. There is also this type 
of resources for the English language, e.g., Oxford dictionary of collocations [14] 
(170,000 word combinations) or Collins dictionary [2] (140,000 word combinations), 
though they do not contain semantic relations. This is the lower bound of the 
dictionary of word combinations, which justifies the term very large dictionary in the 
title of this paper.  

In the rest of the paper, we first discuss the concept of collocation and its relation 
with free word combination, and then we describe the method of enrichment of the 
dictionary based on automatic syntactic analysis with dependency representation. 
After this, we evaluate its performance, and finally draw some conclusions. 

2   Idioms, Collocations, and Free Word Combinations 

Now let us discuss the concept of collocation in more detail. Intuitively, collocation is 
a combination of words that has certain tendency to be used together. Still, the 
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strength of this tendency is different for different combinations. Thus, collocations 
can be thought of as a scale with different grades of strength of the inter-word 
relation, from idioms to free word combinations. 

On the one side of the scale there are complete idioms like “to kick the bucket”, 
where neither the word “to kick”, nor “the bucket” can be replaced without destroying 
the meaning of the word combination. In this case, the meaning of the whole is not 
related with the meaning of the components. In certain much more rare cases, the 
meaning of the whole has the relation with the meaning of the components, but also it 
has an additional part that cannot be inferred, e.g., “to give the breast” that means “to 
feed a baby using breast”. Though the physical situation is described correctly by 
using the words “to give” and “the breast”, the meaning of “feeding” is obtained from 
the general knowledge about the world. This case can be considered as a little shift on 
the scale towards free word combinations, nevertheless, this type of combinations are 
still idioms (“nearly-idiom” according to Mel’chuk [13]). 

On the other side of the scale there are free combinations of words, like “to see a 
book”, where any word of the pair can be substituted by a rather large class of words 
and the meaning of the whole is the sum of the meanings of the constituent words.  

Somewhere in the middle on this scale, there are lexical functions1 [13] like “to pay 
attention”. In this case, the meaning of the whole is directly related only with one 
word (in the example above, the word attention), while the other word expresses a 
certain standard semantic relation between actants of the situation. The same relation 
is found, for example, in combinations like “to be on strike”, “to let out a cry”, etc. 
Usually, for a given semantic relation and for a given word that should conserve its 
meaning, there is a unique way to choose the word for expressing the relation in a 
given language. For example, in English it is to pay, while in Spanish it is prestar 
atención (lit. to borrow attention), in Russian – obratit’ vnimanije (lit. to turn 
attention to), etc. 

As far as free word combinations are concerned, it can be seen that some free word 
combinations are “less free” than the others, though they are still free word 
combinations in a sense that the meaning of the whole is sum of meanings of the 
constituent words. The degree of freedom depends on how many words can be used 
as substitutes of each word. The less is the number of substitutes, the more 
“idiomatic” is the word combination, though these combinations will never reach 
neither idioms nor lexical functions where the meaning cannot be summed. 

It is obvious that the restrictions of freedom in free word combinations are the 
semantic constraints, for example, “to see a book” is less idiomatic than “to read a 
book” because there are much more words that can substitute a book combining with 
the verb to see, than with the verb to read. Namely, practically any physical object 
can be seen, while only objects that contained some written information (or its 
metaphoric extension, like “to read signs of anger in his face”) can be read. 

Another important point is that some free word combinations can have associative 
relations between its members, e.g., a rabbit can hop, and a flea also, but a wolf 
usually does not hop, though potentially it can move in this manner. This makes some 
combinations more idiomatic because the inter-word relation is strengthened by 
association.  
                                                           
1 Lexical functions were discovered by Mel’čuk in 70s. Unfortunately, till now they are not 

reflected systematically even in good dictionaries. This is because the work of finding these 
functions is rather laborious and it needs very high-level lexicographic competence. 
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In a strict sense, only lexical functions are collocations, but the common treatment 
of this concept also expands it to free word combinations that are “more idiomatic”. 
Since there is no obvious border between more idiomatic and less idiomatic, the 
concept of collocation finally can cover all free word combinations as well, though 
this makes this concept useless because its purpose is to distinguished idiomatic word 
combinations from the free ones. Thus, in our opinion, the difficulties related with the 
concept of collocations are related with impossibility to draw the exact border 
between it and free word combinations. 

Note that the obvious solution to treat collocations only as lexical functions 
contradicts to the common practice. This demonstrates that, in any case, we need 
something to distinguish between more and less idiomatic free word combinations. If 
it is not collocation, then the other term should be invented. 

3   Automatic Enrichment of the Dictionary 

Traditionally, free word combinations are considered of no interest to linguistics, 
though, in fact, practically any free word combination is “idiomatic” to a certain 
grade, because the majority of them have certain semantic restrictions on 
compatibility. In our opinion, it is so, because, according to the famous Firth idea 
“you shall know the word by the company it keeps”, any word combination is 
important. For example, in automatic translation, some wrong hypothesis can be 
eliminated using the context [16]; in language learning, the possibility to know the 
compatibility allows for much better comprehension of a word; not speaking about 
automatic word sense disambiguation, where one of the leading approaches is 
analysis of the context for searching of the compatible words, etc. 

Note that manual compilation or enrichment of the dictionary of free word 
combinations is very time-consuming, for example, CrossLexica [5] was being 
complied during more than 13 years and it is very far from completion yet. 

We suggest the following method of automatic enrichment of such kind of 
dictionaries. Obviously, the method needs some post-verification, because we cannot 
guarantee the total correctness of the automatic syntactic analysis, still, it is much 
more efficient than to do it manually. 

 We work with the Spanish language, but the method is easily applicable for any 
other language depending on the availability of a grammar and a parser. First, we 
apply the automatic syntactic analysis using the parser and the grammar of Spanish 
developed in our laboratory [9]. The results of the syntactic analysis are represented 
using the formalism of dependencies [12]. It is well known that the expressive power 
of this formalism is equal to the formalism of constituents, that is much more 
commonly used, but the procedure of treatment of word combinations is much more 
easy using dependencies.  

The idea of the formalism of dependencies is that any word has dependency 
relations with the other words in a sentence. The relations are associated directly with 
word pairs, so it is not necessary to pass the constituency tree in order to obtain the 
relation. One word always is a head of relation, and the other one is its dependant. 
Obviously, one headword can have several dependencies.  
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The problems that are to be solved even using this formalism are the treatment of 
coordination conjunctions and prepositions, and filtering of some types of relations 
and some types of nodes (pronouns, articles, etc.).  

We store the obtained combinations in the database. All members of the pairs are 
normalized. Still, some information about the form of the dependant is saved also. In 
our case, for nouns, we save the information about its number (singular or plural), 
say, “play game Sg” and “play game Pl” (the word combination in both cases is “play 
game”, and it has an additional mark); for verbs, the information if it is a gerund or a 
participle is important, etc. 

The coordinative conjunctions are heads in the coordinative relation; still, the word 
combinations that should be added to the dictionary are the combinations with their 
dependants. For example, I read a book and a letter, the combinations that should be 
extracted are read book and read letter. Thus, the algorithm detects this situation and 
generates two virtual combinations that are added to the dictionary.  

Treatment of prepositional relation is different from other relations. Since the 
prepositions usually express grammar relations between words (for example, in other 
languages these relations can be expressed by grammar cases), the important relation 
is not relation with the preposition, but the relations between two lexical units 
connected by the preposition. Still, the preposition itself is also of linguistic interest, 
so we reflect this relation in the dictionary by the word combination that contains 
three members: the headword of the preposition, the preposition, and its dependant, 
e.g., He plays with a child gives the combination play with child.  

Filtering of determined types of nodes is very easy. Since the parser uses the 
automatic morphological analysis, the morphological information for every word is 
available. It allows for filtering out the combinations without significant lexical 
contents, i.e., if at least one word in the combinations belongs to one of the following 
categories with mainly grammatical meaning. The following categories are discarded 
in the actual version of the algorithm: pronouns (personal, demonstrative, etc.), 
articles, subordinate conjunctions, negation (not), and numerals. Since the 
combinations with these words have no lexical meaning, they have no semantic 
restrictions on compatibility, and can be considered as “absolutely” free word 
combinations. These combinations are of no interest for the dictionary under 
consideration. 

The other filter is for the types of relations. It depends on the grammar that is used. 
In our grammar, the following relations are present: dobj (direct object), subj 
(subject), obj (indirect object), det (determinative), adver (adverbial), cir 
(circumstantial), prep (prepositional), mod (modifying), subord (subordinate), coord 
(coordinative). Among these relations, the prepositional and coordinative are treated 
in a special mode, as mentioned above. The only relations left that are of no use for 
detecting of word combinations are subordinate relation and circumstantial relation.  

One of the advantages of the suggested method is that it does not need corpus for 
its functioning, and, thus, there is no dependency of the corpus size or corpus lexical 
structure. 

Let us have a look at the example of the functioning of the method. The following 
sentence is automatically parsed.   

Conocía todos los recovecos del río y sus misterios.  
(I knew all detours of the river and its mysteries.) 
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The following dependency tree corresponds to this sentence. The hierarchy of 
depth in the tree corresponds to the relations (number of spaces at the beginning of 
each line2). For example, V(SG,1PRS,MEAN) [conocía] is head of  the sentence and 
its dependants are CONJ_C [y] and $PERIOD. CONJ_C has dependants 
N(PL,MASC) [recovecos] and N(PL,MASC) [misterios], etc. Each line corresponds 
to a word and contains the word form and its lemma, e.g., conocía : conocer (knew : 
know), etc. 

V(SG,1PRS,MEAN) ->  () // Conocía : conocer (knew : know) 
    CONJ_C ->  (obj)  // y : y (and : and) 
        N(PL,MASC) ->  () // recovecos : recoveco (detours : detour) 
            PR ->  (prep) // del : del  (of the : of the) 
                N(SG,MASC) ->  (prep) // río : río (river : river) 
            ART(PL,MASC) ->  (det) // los : el  (the : the) 
            #*$$todo# ->  () <*$$todo> // todos : todo (all : all) 
        N(PL,MASC) ->  (coord_conj) // misterios : misterio (mysteries : mystery) 
            DET(PL,MASC) ->  (det) // sus : su (its : it) 
    $PERIOD ->  () // . : .  

The following word combinations were detected:  

conocer (obj) recoveco (to know detour) 
conocer (obj) misterio (to know mystery) 
recoveco (prep)  [del] río  (detour of the river) 

It can be seen that the relation (obj) corresponds to coordinative conjunction, and 
then it is propagated to its dependants: recoveco (detour) and misterio (mystery). The 
preposition del is part of the 3-member word combination. The articles and pronouns 
are filtered out (el, todo, su), though the algorithm found the corresponding word 
combinations. 

4   Evaluation 

We conducted the experiments on the randomly chosen text in Spanish from 
Cervantes Digital Library. Totally 60 sentences were parsed that contain 741 words, 
average 12.4 words per sentence. For evaluation, we manually marked all dependency 
relations in the sentences. Then we compared the automatically added word 
combinations with manually marked word combinations.  

Apart, we used as a baseline a method of gathering the word combinations that 
takes all word pairs that are immediate neighbors. Also we added certain intelligence 
to this baseline method – it ignores the articles and takes into account the 
prepositions. Totally, there are 153 articles and prepositions in the sentences, so the 
number of words for baseline method is 741-153 = 588. 

The following results were obtained. The total number of correct manually marked 
word combinations is 208. From these, 148 word combinations were found by our 
                                                           
2  Usually, the arrows are used to show the dependencies between words, but it is 

uncomfortable to work with arrows in text files, so we use this method of representation. 
Besides, this representation is much more similar to constituency formalism. 
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method. At the same time, the baseline method found correctly 111 word 
combinations. On the other hand, our method found only 63 incorrect word 
combinations, while the baseline method marked as a word combination 588*2 – 1 = 
1175 pairs, from which 1175 – 111 = 1064 are wrong pairs. 

These numbers give us the following values of precision and recall. Let us remind 
that precision is the relation of the correctly found to totally found, while the recall is 
the relation of the correctly found to the total that should have been found. For our 
method, precision is 148 / (148+63) = 0.70 and recall is 148 / 208 = 0.71. For the 
baseline method, precision is 111 / 1175 = 0.09 and recall is 111 / 208 = 0.53. It is 
obvious that precision of our method is much better and recall is better than these 
parameters of the baseline method. 

5   Conclusions 

A dictionary of free word combinations is very important linguistic resource. Still, 
compiling and enriching of this dictionary manually is too time and effort consuming 
task. We proposed a method that allow for enrichment of such dictionary semi-
automatically. The method is based on parsing using the dependency formalism and 
further extraction of word combinations. Some types of relations and some types of 
nodes are filtered because they do not represent substantial lexical information. 
Special processing of coordinative and prepositional relations is performed. The 
method requires post-processing of obtained word combinations, but only for 
verification that no parser errors are present. 

The results are evaluated on a randomly chosen text in Spanish. Proposed method 
has much higher precision and better recall than the baseline method. 
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